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Dear captains,
PreGFL was awesome and again we would like to thank you guys for coming and
making it unforgettable . We had a great support from our partners SMATSA ,Hotel
88 rooms,Vinarija Zvonko Bogdan, Cantina del Vino . Thank you for being a part of it!

During the preGFL, we’ve established the starting order for the
GFL2017 Races.
PreGFL participants were asked to
pick a strip with the name of the
team and then to drink rakija shots,
with number sticker on the bottom
of the shot. There were 70 shots with
stickers from which 38 had numbers
on it and the remaining 32 had smileys.When you pull a smiley you need
to drink again until you find a
number. So the drawing was very
amusing.

HERE ARE THE RESULTS

http://www.gfl2017.rs/teams/draw
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Of course, all the teams who will merge with the other ones , in order to have a
proper number of participants for the team results according to GFL RULES ,will get
their numbers according the drawing and if some teams want to split in 2 or 3 teams,
they will get the next number.
Example:
If the team is drawn as a number 10 and the team wants to split teammates into a
two teams, they will get numbers 10 and 11.
The order and the team names can be changed and all the info for using the web app
is given by our Race department in the additional attachment.Final date for
completing the teams is December 25th !
So you are free to make your teams, mix with other GFLers and enjoy !
The video and the pictures of the preGFL will be available online on our website
soon!
For any questions regarding races contact Petar from Races department
petar.andreev@gfl2017.rs

• TRANSPORTATION TO THE RESORT AND BACK
You have to fill the application for all teammates with the arrival time and departure
time at the airport, and we will organize GFL busses from and to the airport with the
minimum possible waiting time at the airport (enough for just a few beers ;-) )
For GFLers who are not having additional days in Belgrade the price will be 50€ for
both ways.
For those who stay additional days in 88rooms hotel, hotel itself organizes bus transfer to the resort and back to the airport or hotel (if they stay after GFL), again
according to arrival or departing time which are filled in the registration application
(30€ hotel transfer charges), and you fill the field "INFO" with the arrival/departure
dates.
For the people who stay in other hotels in Belgrade, we cannot organize transfer
from the city, but only from the airport. That means that GFLers should come to the
airport January 21st some time between 12:00-16:00 LT ( most of the arrivals) and
join some GFL bus. Just fill in the time of arrival at the airport so we can organize
your bus transfer. Transfer from the city center to the airport by taxi is 15€ approx or
by airport bus from the square Slavia ( downtown) 3€ per person.
.The final date for the transportation request will be December 25th .
For any transportation matter please contact Bojan
bojan.cvetkovic@gfl2017.rs
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• THEME PARTIES
We have a surprise for all the GFL-ers !There will be two theme parties @ GFL2017!
As we announced on the Facebook Twitter and Instagram the one of the theme
parties will be 80’s FITNESS.
So, go crazy with colors, shirts, thights everything goes!
And warm up for funky disco sounds to complete (what) a feeling!
The other theme party will be DJ BATTLE
Rules of GFL2017 DJ BATTLE:
- Six teams compete for DJ Team of the Year!
- Only first six teams who apply get to compete.
- There will be two DJ Set-ups on the stage.
- When you apply, you chose CD or Vinyl Set-up for your performance.
- One Set-up is playing at the time.
- Each competing team will have 30 minutes for their DJ performance.
- There is no limit in number of DJs in one team. You can play back2back.
- There is no limit in music genre, you can play whatever you want.
- Judges will be professionals from MTV Adria.
Most important rule: HAVE FUN, it's THE GFL! :)
For registering for the DJ BATTLE please contact Vuk from the Events department
vuk.vujovic@gfl2017.rs
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There is one more important news for you!
We have the Official Golden Flight Level 2017 Viber Public Chat!
Here you will find all the information, race results, pictures and fun stuff regarding
GFL2017! www.viber.com/gfl2017
Follow the chat and get prepared for the best GFL ever!
We are preparing lot of suprises that will blow you away .
It’s less then 60 days to Opening party!

Winter is coming!!!
Best regards,
Dušan Savović
President of GFL2017 OC

